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THE FOODIE
Foodies love taking in the local flavors of a region and
learning the history behind cuisine. Being at the epicenter
of a food movement and getting to experience something
unique to a culture can have a lasting impression that can

shape a family’s culinary legacy for generations.

� Eat at a Michelin starred restaurant

� Learn how to make pasta from an Italian Nonna

� Order ramen from a vending machine

� Visit a night market and eat like the locals

� Participate in a traditional New Zealand Hangi

� Travel the Bourbon Trail

THE ADVENTURER
For the Adventurer, having something exhilarating to look
forward to is the number one reason for traveling.What's the
big activity that would make friends and family want to join

you on your next trip?

� Go rappelling inside of a canyon

� Climb Machu Picchu

� Swim with dolphins

� Watch the Running of the Bulls in Spain

� Encounter wildlife on a safari

� Zipline through a rainforest

THE SIGHTSEER
The world is full of beautiful and unique experiences.
Those that crave seeing locations that are unique and
beautiful have certain experiences in mind to capture and

share with their loved ones.

� See the Northern Lights

� Go whale-watching

� Capture the perfect sunrise on an unusual beach 

� See an iceberg or glacier

� Visit a real castle

� Visit a salt flat
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